10 Issues Students face while writing
argumentative essay-Guide 2022
Argumentative essay writing requires great skill and practice. students often face many problems while
writing an argumentative essay.

If you are properly prepared and do your research properly you would be able to avoid many problems.
When I write my essay, there are some things that I keep in mind. I will share with you the problems
students face and my tips on how to address them.

1.

Topic selection

The first major problem in writing an argumentative essay is selecting your topic. While the topic
selection is a major problem for any kind of writing it is even difficult in an argumentative essay. the kind
of topic would determine the kind of content you can write and the kind of arguments you can generate.

Not all topics can be used for writing a good argument. Some topics are just too narrow, controversial,
or too simple to be used.
Once you select an area of interest you have to shape the topic into an argumentative form. For
example, you have to choose why the right to abortion should be legalized rather than just writing on a
broad topic ‘abortion’.
Once you have selected the right topic, you have to introduce it and explore it deeply. The content of
the writing should reflect and justify the topic.

2.

Developing a thesis

After selecting the topic, the next important thing is to formulate a thesis. The thesis statement is your
point of view on the topic. It is a precise and comprehensive statement of your views and the arguments
you would use to justify them

3.

Developing arguments

After selecting the line of argument for your essay, you have to develop arguments for each paragraph.
The arguments have to be definite and clear. There should be no ambiguity in your statements.
However, these statements cannot be sweeping statements. Such as you cannot write that all politicians
are corrupt.
You can write that the politicians during this event were accused of corruption, but you have to back
your claim with evidence.

4.

Supporting the argument with evidence

After you write an argument it should not stand alone on its own. You have to use specific supportive
facts and examples to solidify your claims.
Your arguments would not be based on your opinions and emotions, rather they should be guided by
theoretical information and reliable facts.
You may use information from reliable journal papers, articles, or books.

5.

Quoting directly

You may also quote material from some source such as a book, a famous personality, or an author.
However, if you quote some source directly it has to be written in quotation marks to indicate that these
are the direct words of someone or an essay writer service.
You may use a limited number of quotes as your essay should not be filled with them. Although quotes
can be good supportive evidence, you may also paraphrase the words to avoid plagiarism.

6.

Using counter-arguments effectively

Using counter-arguments is a part of writing a good argumentative paper. It indicates that you are
aware of the arguments of the other side and you are willing to explore them.
After you discuss the opinion from the other side, you have to dismiss it in your paper. This would
increase the validity and reliability of your arguments.

7.

Choosing the right sources

While you write an argumentative essay, keep in mind that your argument can only be solidified by
using good sources. You have to support your arguments with strong evidence. Your essay should not
look biased or poorly researched, so you have to use the latest findings from the experts in the field
such as paper writing service.
You may use peer-reviewed articles, books, government websites, and publications.

8.

Exploring the topic

Some writers make the mistake of not exploring the topic correctly. The argumentative essay has to be
comprehensive in the line of argument and it cannot deviate in all directions.
Choose the line of argument and only explore the topic in that area, rather than going in all directions,
or going into too many details.

9.

Writer’s block

Writer’s block is a common issue faced by all writers at some point in their academic or professional
careers. Although it is an accepted condition, it can hinder your work progress.
You might be certain of what you want to write about and you might have researched some material on
the topic, but you are failing to put the words on paper, chances are that you are facing writer’s block.
You can overcome this challenge by taking a break and trying some relaxing activities. Any professional
essay writer can also feel the stress of work and get writer’s block and it is nothing to be embarrassed
about. You can always try new strategies to overcome this phase.

10. Making different drafts
Another major issue faced by students in writing an argumentative paper is not taking the time to
correct their draft. Unlike another essay like the descriptive or exploratory essay, the argumentative
essay is more challenging.

You would be required to make powerful arguments and if you have any issues with the sentence
construction, grammar, or word choice, your argument would not look convincing. You may also get
your work checked by an essay writing service to ensure the quality of work. They would ensure that
your final draft is top-notch and error-free.
So, you should read your essay carefully and make different drafts of your work. The first draft should
always be revised and modified to make the final draft.

